Art Choice Board
For this assignment please choose which art lesson sounds the most fun to you! Take your time and try your best to create art that
you are proud of.
Gather 3-5 objects and
arrange them to draw a
still life.

Create a new cartoon
character.

Sit outside and draw
something you see.

Draw your favorite
thing with ONLY your
favorite color.

Draw a self portrait

Design a candy bar
wrapper. Make up a new
kind of candy!

Be an architect! Use
legos of blocks to build
a structure.

Create a drawing using
your non-dominant
hand. (If you are right
handed then use your
left!)

Trace your hand. Fill it
with symbols to
represent your favorite
things.

Choose one “How to
Draw…” video on
YouTube and follow
along.
https://www.youtube.co
m/user/ArtforKidsHub

Invent a new planet and
draw it. Don’t forget it
give it a name!

Draw a big flower and
use different patterns
to fill in each petal.

FREE
DRAW
Write your name 5
different ways.
Remember to fill with
color and/or designs.

Go outside and draw a
landscape. Make sure to
Draw a picture with your remember the horizon
eyes closed
line (where the ground
meets the sky).

Look up Van Gogh’s
painting Starry Night.
Write 3-5 sentences
about what you see and
how it makes you feel.

Read a story. Create
new illustrations of
your favorite part.

Draw a hybrid animal.
Create a comic showing
Combine two animals to a beginning, middle, and
make one.
end of a story

Create art showing an
emotion/feeling.

Cut out features from a
magazine or newspaper
Draw and color a picture
and place them
using only 3 colors.
together to make a
funny face. No
magazines? Draw a
variety of features on
materials and cut and
use them instead.

Draw how your favorite
teacher/staff member
might look as an alien.

Design a draw your
dream house

